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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
NARRABUNDAH DUPLEXES
(Narrabundah Section 39 Blocks 22-25; Section 40 Blocks 1-4; Section 41 Blocks 1-4; Section 43 Blocks 1-3, 21-25;
Section 44 Blocks 34, 35, 38, 39, 51, 52, 55 and 56)
At its meeting of 8 February 2018 the ACT Heritage Council decided that the Narrabundah Duplexes was not eligible
for provisional registration.
The information contained in this report was considered by the ACT Heritage Council in assessing the nomination for
the Narrabundah Duplexes against the heritage significance criteria outlined in s10 of the Heritage Act 2004.
HISTORY
***Note: in this document ‘duplex’ refers to two-storey duplexes, unless otherwise specified***
History of the Narrabundah Duplexes
The following history of the Narrabundah Duplexes is an edited excerpt from ‘Old’ Narrabundah Duplexes Heritage
Nomination Attachment 1 (2015, pp.3-4) prepared by Marilyn Truscott.
In 1953 the Narrabundah Duplexes on Sturt Avenue and Boolimba Crescent were completed. The historical context for
these and other duplexes at the time was part of a major housing building program in Canberra to cater for the move
of further Commonwealth Government departments to Canberra and the arrival of thousands of public servants.
However, in meeting these demands there were growing concerns about Canberra’s urban spread, even sprawl, and
the costs to provide relevant infrastructure, triggering consideration of denser and more efficient housing options
including flats, duplexes and prefabricated buildings.
The Narrabundah Duplexes form an entrance, or portal, to the central services area of Narrabundah which had shops,
care and other community facilities forming a community hub. The community hub was developed shortly after the
Narrabundah Duplexes. This aspect of the duplex group design was recognised by the National Capital Planning and
Development Committee in July 1950 when it sought a stronger reflection of this access from Sturt Avenue along
Boolimba Crescent, stating:
“Special treatment would be necessary at a number of points, e.g. single units, singlestorey pairs, twostorey pairs, and pairing of prefabricated units, but, as far as possible, standard designs would be used.
Particular points proposed were the north-west corner, the entry junction to the principal access road
accented with two-storey pairs, two-storey grouping by the shops and hall, …
The Committee, after considerable general discussion with Mr. Gibson and Mr. Redmond, expressed
agreement to the house siting and grouping proposals shown on T.P. 27/50.7 It was suggested that twostorey grouping on both sides of the main road from Sturt Avenue, in preference to one side only, would
be an improvement.”
It is noted that the Committee’s advice to have duplexes along both the south and north side of Boolimba Crescent was
not implemented and no explanation for ignoring this advice is known.
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Post-war housing in the ACT
The post-war period of government housing provision in Canberra entered a new phase of higher density and more
efficient development in response to the decision to complete the transfer of Government departments from
Melbourne to Canberra. After it became clear that the construction of single housing was not going to meet the growing
waiting list for accommodation, alternative housing models were considered. To compound the problem, since
World War II building costs had escalated dramatically, there were shortages of materials – which led to rationing
arrangements – and a lack of tradespeople. A quick-fix solution was needed. Blocks of flats, which had previously been
considered as the cause of congestion and unhealthy conditions, suddenly found favour (Wright, 2000:29).
The prospect of anyone securing a family house in Canberra after the Depression was not good as the output of the
government housing was less than the amount the waiting list for those houses was growing at (Gibbney, 1988:232).
Post-war production increased dramatically with the introduction of prefabricated houses and awarding large contracts
to building companies, but at the same time the waiting list also saw a large increase as the transfer of government to
Canberra accelerated. This increase also caused a problem – more builders were required to build the larger numbers
of houses, but there was nowhere to house them. One of the solutions was ‘demountable’ houses for married
tradesmen in what is now Narrabundah, or the Narrabundah Prefabs, which was also seen as a violation of the Griffin
plan by some and creating new slums (Gibbney, 1988:237). This section of Narrabundah was given numbered streets
rather than providing then with names as a way to expedite settlement of workers and it was not until 1975 that the
streets were renamed. In 1947 the population of Canberra was 16,905, but by 1951 this had grown to 23,530, of which
1,447 were public servants (for a total of 7,378 public servants) (Gibbney, 1988:241).
Post-war growth in Canberra was very strong rising from 13,000 in 1945 to 23,000 in 1951 up to 39,000 in 1957. Two of
the main ways to tackle the shortage of housing that this growth caused was to reuse army surplus buildings and to
utilise the innovative prefabricated buildings systems that were emerging at the time, such as the Riley-Newsum housing
system or the Monocrete houses. These cheap and quick buildings were the focus of housing attempts for workers,
particularly in Narrabundah, while the public servants that were being transferred to Canberra were being housed in
higher quality houses or the series of flats that were being erected, also as a part of the attempt to house the growing
population with higher density. (Reeves & Roberts, 2013:69)
Most significant housing strategy for the purposes of this study were the Narrabundah Prefabricated Cottages (194752), which were meant to be a temporary measure to house the workers required to build the capital. Their location
and planning was also part of an early decision to keep the labourers and the public servants separated, which was one
of the antecedents to creating such a close-knit community that has continued through to modern times (Reeves &
Roberts, 2013:69).
The three initial developments to be constructed by the Commonwealth Department of Works and Housing in response
to the housing shortages were the Griffith Flats (1948), the Braddon and Reid flats (1951) and the Ainslie Flats (1952).
The design of these flats followed Garden City principles, of two storey load bearing brick construction arranged around
the edges of long rectangular blocks, facing the surrounding streets, irrespective of solar orientation with a shared
central area. (Graham Brooks and Associates, 2014:55)
Public housing forms a crucial element in Canberra’s history. Unlike other cities, where the main focus of public housing
is to provide a minimum level of accommodation for those who cannot afford to provide it for themselves, in Canberra,
a large program of public housing established from 1927 has provided housing for all classes of society. The Government
provided housing in all manner of forms: hostels, hotels, flats, detached residences, and semi-detached housing. It was
not until 1972 that the number of privately built dwellings surpassed the number built by government (Wright, 2000:6).
Well before Parliament’s first sitting in Canberra in 1927, the Federal Government knew that it would need to provide
housing for those relocating to the nation’s capital. In 1912 the Minister for Home and Territories stated that ‘it appears
that the Government must, therefore, be responsible for housing its officials who are transferred from Melbourne, and
who are on a different footing from the commercial population, and will suffer some hardship and inconvenience on
their compulsory transfer to the seat of government’ (Wright, 2000:6), a notion that was also begrudgingly carried
through to the ancillary personnel such as builders who previously were only housed in temporary and often
substandard accommodation.
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The Federal Capital Advisory Committee (FCAC) was established in recognition that the pace of work had to be lifted
significantly if the Seat of Government were to move to the capital (Wright, 2000:3). The FCAC, constrained by limited
funding, built only 126 houses across four residential subdivisions. It had a little more success building hostels with the
completion of Hotel Canberra (now the Hyatt Hotel), Hotel Ainslie (now Gorman House), Hotel Kurrajong and Hotel
Acton and hostels in Brisbane Avenue and Telopea Park (Wright, 2000:4).
The Federal Capital Commission (FCC) was established in 1925 and set about providing housing for the expected influx
of construction workers and public servants. In the year to 30 June 1927 the FCC approved construction of 545
Government houses. A year later 646 public servants had been transferred to Canberra with office and residential
accommodation provided. This included houses, hotel and hostel accommodation (Wright, 2000:17).
The Depression was accompanied by a downturn in the transfer program and, with the change of Government in 1930,
the FCC was wound up and Canberra reverted to divided departmental control. A partly elected ACT Advisory Council
was then established to provide residents of the ACT with representation on local matters. (Monnox, 2012)
By the late 1930s the piecemeal approach to development by the Department of Interior and other responsible agencies
was having significant adverse impacts. In February 1939, there were 400 people on the waiting list for government
housing in Canberra. Administration was not coping with Canberra’s rate of growth (Wright, 2000: p.28). During World
War II construction of Government houses in Canberra was halted leaving Canberra with an estimated shortage of 500
houses through the latter part of the war.
Putting still further pressure on the housing situation, Cabinet decided in 1948 to recommence the program of
transferring the public service from Melbourne to Canberra. The waiting list for housing had grown from 1,700 in 1948
to over 3,000 in 1955. There was always a shortage that stifled the building of more houses; either there was not enough
manpower, or resources (Sparke, 1988:24). In April 1948, Cabinet approved a program to transfer over 7,000 public
servants to Canberra, a large part of this program was improving local government and services, along with a £2m annual
budget. However, a change of government the following year along with various administrative issues meant that it was
not very effective (Gibbney, 1988:251; and Wright, 2000:29).
There were also concerns about approaches to planning and development of the capital. To safeguard the Griffin Plan
and maintain architectural standards, the NCPDC was established as an advisory body to the Minister of the Interior in
1939 (Archives ACT Finding Aid ‘National Capital Development Commission Records’). This body reviewed and
commented on many of the post-war housing development plans until 1958 when the National Capital Development
Commission was established.
The provision of public housing over the period of the construction and development of the National Capital is a
significant and distinct example of Australian public housing provision. The Commonwealth Government was the
predominant provider of housing in Canberra from the 1920s until 1972 when NCDC encouragement of private
enterprise construction and the purchase of government houses succeeded in tipping the scales towards private
investment in housing (NCDC:15)
Two-storey Duplexes in the ACT
The first two-storey duplexes in Canberra were built in 1927 as a part of the Blandfordia 5 housing precinct. The 20
duplexes (40 original dwellings) were built on the crescent shaped block south of the Manuka Shopping Precinct,
bounded by Bougainville Street, Flinders Way, Murray Crescent and Furneaux Street as a transition between the
commercial and residential areas. These duplexes are in the FCC style with a mix of 3 different standard plans (as well
as similarly designed flats on the corner blocks) with terracotta roofing tiles and are rendered in white roughcast.
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Figure 1 Canberra's first duplexes from 1927 in Blandfordia 5, located behind the Manuka Shopping Precinct. (NAA:
A2617 SECTION 195/2868)
The Reid Housing Precinct, which is contemporaneous with Blandfordia 5 also has a section of red brick duplexes. These
duplexes are arranged two to each side flanking the pedestrian access paths from Booroondara Street through to
Dirrawan Gardens and Geerilong Gardens (16 original dwellings).
To the south of the Reid Housing Precinct on Section 1, bounded by Amaroo Street, Coranderrk Street, Booroonadra
Street and Anzac Park, are a collection of 18 post-war (1950s) duplexes (26 dwellings) in a mix of types 284, 285 and 341
styles (Truscott, 2015:15). Across Anzac Parade there are another 20 later post-war duplexes in Section 4 Campbell using
types 386 (of which there were two variants for each side), 30 and 31.

Reid Section 1 Duplexes

Reid Housing Precinct Duplexes

Campbell Section 4 Duplexes

Figure 2 Aerial View of Campbell & Reid, ACT c1950s - Looking West (ACT Archives Flickr)
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Narrabundah’s Vaughan Gardens and Throsby Court were both built in the late 1940s. Vaughan Gardens has ten red
brick duplexes (20 dwellings) with brown tile roofing in a ‘U’ pattern following the southeast side of road of the same
name. Throsby Court has four duplexes (8 dwellings) and four quadruplexes (16 dwellings) built in red brick with darkgrey tile roofing, planned in a grid pattern based on Radburn principles.

Narrabundah Duplexes

Figure 3 Oblique aerial photograph of the Narrabundah area c.1951. Boolimba Crescent is a dirt track that has only just
started to take shape and construction along the east side of Sturt Avenue has just started and had not yet reached the
Narrabundah Duplexes. (News and Information Bureau, Department of the Interior)
The Narrabundah Duplexes, completed in 1953, fit in to this period of building in the ACT as the suburb of Narrabundah
expanded east towards the already established Narrabundah Prefabs. After the Narrabundah Duplexes had been
established the community hub on Boolimba Crescent was built and the rest of the suburb was quickly filled out with
various prefabricated or other efficient building schemes.

Throsby Court

Narrabundah Duplexes

Section 50 Duplexes

Vaughan Gardens

Figure 4 Aerial View of Red Hill and Narrabundah c1950s
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Additionally in Narrabundah in section 50 there are another set of contemporaneous Duplexes. Planning for the section
50 duplexes occurred in late 1940s as noted in a plan showing 46 two-storey houses at the 77th meeting of the NCPDC
in 1949. The plans were not acted upon for several years and changes in that time meant that only six duplexes
(12 houses) were built between 1955 and 1958.
The Red Hill Public Housing Precinct has 12 duplexes
(24 dwellings) along the southern side of Cygnet Crescent
(Section 29 Blocks 26-29; Section 31 Blocks 2-7 and 10-15;
and Section 32 Blocks 52-55). These painted brick duplexes
were built in 1961 as part of a larger housing precinct of
varying dwelling types that also included single detached
dwellings, townhouses and flats fanning out from a
neighbourhood hub.
There are a number of two storey duplexes across Canberra
and across a wide spread of time from 1927 up to quite
recently. Other post-war examples (from Truscott, 2015:1420) include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•

Tuner Section 62 – types 282 and 283, two of 10
(4/20 dwellings) remaining;
Yarralumla Sections 55 and 69 – Types 282 and 283,
9.5 of 10 (19/20 dwellings) remaining;
Yarralumla Sections 68 and 92 – Types 282 and 293,
4.5 of 6 (9/12 dwellings) remaining;

Figure 5 Red Hill Public Housing Precinct c.1960 – the
school is in the lower right of the image, but the shops
and the rest of this section of the suburb have yet to be
built. (NAA A1200/18)

DESCRIPTION
The Narrabundah Duplexes are characterised by a face brick exterior, hipped tiled roof and painted timber framed
windows and doors, guttering and fascia. Plumbing is apparent on external walls. The overall form is two storey with
some of the duplexes also comprising a single storey component (particularly evident along Sturt Avenue). Decorative
metal and glass dividing screens are evident on the duplexes along Boolimba Crescent.
Many of the duplexes have concrete hoods over front doors with a variation of a hood over street facing windows and
front doors along Boolimba Crescent. Raised planter boxes adjacent to front doors and entry steps are prevalent
throughout the area. Metal hand rails are evident on the front steps of some of the duplexes on Boolimba Crescent.
All of the duplexes retain face brick chimneys.
Landscaping to each of the duplexes is mixed in character with some formal hedge treatments, and informal native
and deciduous plantings. Several duplexes have little or no planting. Driveways are predominantly bitumen with
several concrete exceptions. Garages and carports are generally located to the side of dwellings or towards the rear
of blocks.
Gates across driveways and fencing to provide containment to rear and side yards is mixed in appearance and includes
timber paling, mesh panels, brush and Colorbond. Two rendered courtyard walls are evident on Boolimba Crescent.
The street tree plantings to Boolimba Crescent comprise mature Pin Oak (Quercus palustris) whilst Sturt Avenue is
planted with Oriental Plane trees (Planatus orientalis).
Physical condition and integrity
Condition
The general condition of the duplexes is good with most appearing to be well maintained.
Windows, doors, guttering and fascia appear to be painted in matching colours however; differing ownership of each
half of a duplex is evidenced in the sometimes differing paint colours to these elements.
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The general condition of existing landscaping varies from well maintained (neatly trimmed hedges and weeded garden
beds) to little or no obvious maintenance (weeds, absence of pruning).
Integrity
The overall two storey form and face brick appearance of the duplexes remains. However, alterations include the
addition of retractable awnings to windows; solar panels to the roof; air conditioning units; the addition of garages and
carports at locations visible from the street; mesh panel, brush, timber paling and slat and Colorbond fencing visible
from the street; courtyard walls visible from the street; and mixed landscaping treatment to each half of a duplex.
Several of the duplexes have additions to the rear and/or side of one half of the duplex. Recent additions to both Section
43 Block 3 and Section 40 Block 4 (6 and 22 Boolimba Crescent) are highly visible (both being located on corner blocks).
Rendered courtyard walls to the front of each of these dwellings obscure the appearance of the dwelling from the street
and compromise the ability of the duplex to be understood.
The presence of these elements is reflective of the changing needs of residents over time but has had the effect of a
loss of symmetry between the entrance portal blocks, neighbouring duplexes and in some case between the two houses
making a single duplex.
The visual harmony that may have been achieved by a consistent and unified approach to landscape treatment has been
compromised particularly where existing landscaping obscures the view of the duplex from the immediate streetscape
and equally where the absence of any landscaping provides a stark contrast. Section 43 Block 1 (53 Sturt Avenue) is
barely visible from either Sturt Avenue or Boolimba Crescent due to the extent of landscaping across the block. In
contrast, Section 44 Block 55 (51 Sturt Avenue) is highly visible in the absence of any substantial landscaping however
the existing Colorbond fencing and large metal garage (both highly visible on this corner block) detract from the existing
original duplex.
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SITE PLAN

Figure 6 Narrabundah Duplexes nominated boundary.
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IMAGES

Figure 7 Sturt Avenue/Boolimba Crescent 'gateway' (ACT Heritage, 2015)

Figure 8 Section 43 Blocks 1 and 25 - the southern
gateway building (ACT Heritage, 2015)

Figure 10 Section 39 Blocks 24 and 25 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 9 Section 44 Blocks 55 and 56 - the northern
gateway building (ACT Heritage, 2015)

Figure 11 Section 39 Blocks 22 and 23 (ACT Heritage,
2015)
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Figure 12 Section 40 Blocks 3 and 4 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 15 Section 41 Blocks 1 and 2 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 13 Section 40 Blocks 1 and 2 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 16 Section 43 Blocks 2 and 3 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 14 Section 41 Blocks 3 and 4 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 17 Section 43 Blocks 23 and 24 (ACT Heritage,
2015)
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Figure 18 Section 43 Blocks 21 and 22 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 20 Section 44 Blocks 38 and 39 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 19 Section 44 Blocks 34 and 35 (ACT Heritage,
2015)

Figure 21 Section 44 Blocks 51 and 52 (ACT Heritage,
2015)
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